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This document deals with the evaluation of neutron and gamma-ray-production cross sections for natural iron. Improvements for ENDF/B-V MAT 1326 are described and graphically compared with the previous version. A summary of the previous version and a general description of the current status of the evaluation are also given.
I. INTRODUCTION

This document deals with the evaluation of neutron and gamma-ray-production cross sections for natural iron for ENDF/B. Revisions of ENDF/B-IV MAT 1192 for ENDF/B-V MAT 1326 are described in Section II. Graphical comparisons of Version V with Version IV are shown where necessary.

Because no detailed documentation has been provided for ENDF/B-IV, we give in Section III a summary of the ENDF/B-IV work to bridge the gap between Version III¹ and Version V. This gap is small, however, since part of the work done for Version IV was revised again in Version V and part of the calculations have been documented.²

A general description of ENDF/B-V MAT 1326 as it now stands is given in Section IV.

II. REVISIONS FOR ENDF/B-V

The following changes were made to go from ENDF/B-IV to ENDF/B-V.

Resonance Parameters

Resonance parameters for ⁵⁴Fe, ⁵⁶Fe, and ⁵⁷Fe were taken from a comprehensive evaluation of these parameters by Perey and Perey.³ For ⁵⁸Fe, the resonance parameters were taken from the proposed ENDF/B-V ⁵⁸Fe(n,γ) dosimetry file.⁴ The resonance range was extended from 60 keV in ENDF/B-IV to 400 keV in ENDF/B-V. The number of resonances was increased from 29 to 312.

The primary purpose of extending the resonance range was to give a detailed description of the capture cross sections between 60 keV and 400 keV, an important range for fast breeder analysis.

Through the resonance parameters, many narrow p- and d-wave resonances, seen only in capture measurements, were introduced to the total cross sections.

The format restriction of using a single constant scattering radius resulted in some problems in generating the background cross sections, as discussed below.
Total Cross Sections

The File-3 Section-1 data in the resolved resonance range from 155 eV to 400 keV are background cross sections and were chosen to reproduce the broad s-wave structures in the ENDF/B-IV evaluation. Narrower s-waves and higher partial waves were left as defined by the parameters without any background corrections. The energies, peak cross sections and areas of the latter resonances are thought to be better defined now because of additional input to the evaluation of the resonance parameters from high-resolution capture and elastic-scattering data. Comparisons of ENDF/B-V with IV are displayed in Figs. 1-4. The background cross sections as entered in File 3 Section 1 are large and become mostly negative above 200 keV. The effective scattering radius used is $0.5 \times 10^{-12}$ cm for all isotopes. We have tried smaller and larger radii, none of which gave better results. A radius of $0.65 \times 10^{-12}$ cm yielded a good fit to the total cross sections below 50 keV, while $0.4 \times 10^{-12}$ cm gave good results from 300 to 400 keV. So it appears that an energy-dependent effective scattering radius would help. But such a radius is presently not allowed.

We have studied the integral test by Maerker et al. and the pseudo-integral test by Smith et al. for the total cross sections of Fe from 1 to 5 MeV. Maerker et al. indicate that the total cross sections of Fe from 1.5 to 2.4 MeV are 4% too low, while Smith et al. say that they are 5% too high. This may not be a contradiction however, because the deep penetration (8 to 19 inches) measurement of Maerker et al. is sensitive to the cross-section minima while the broad-resolution thin-sample measurement of Smith et al. is not. It is therefore probable that the total cross-section maxima from 1.5 to 2.4 MeV are not sharp enough and the minima are not deep enough. There are deficiencies in other energy ranges too and all seem complicated. We did not attempt to resolve this problem for ENDF/B-V but are recording the above as a reminder for future measurements and/or evaluations.

Elastic Scattering Cross Sections

In the new resonance range from 155 eV to 400 keV the capture cross sections are small so the elastic cross sections are nearly the same as
the total cross sections. Due to decreases in the inelastic scattering cross sections described below, the elastic scattering cross sections from 846 keV to 1.3 MeV were correspondingly increased.

Inelastic Scattering to the 846-keV Level

Kinney and Perey\textsuperscript{7} have reported high-resolution data for neutron inelastic scattering to the 846-keV level from threshold to 2.1 MeV by measuring the pertinent gamma rays at 30, 90, and 125 degrees. The data at these three angles allow the determination of the $a_2$ and $a_4$ Legendre coefficients for the angular distribution of the outgoing gamma rays, and therefore the determination of the integrated cross sections. The 125-degree data agree well with a similar measurement by Voss \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{8} at the same angle which was adopted as the integrated cross sections for ENDF/B-IV. However, the new integrated cross sections up to 1.3 MeV are about 20% smaller. Smoothed results of the high-resolution data also agree well with other available data, including those of A. B. Smith\textsuperscript{9} and D. L. Smith,\textsuperscript{10} as shown in detail in ref. 7. We therefore adopted the high-resolution data for ENDF/B-V from threshold to 1.3 MeV. Figure 5 is reproduced from Fig. 6 of ref. 7.

Other Neutron-Emission Reactions

The Monte Carlo analysis\textsuperscript{11} (using ENDF/B-IV) of a recent integral measurement\textsuperscript{12} of the secondary neutron spectra with a white source (ORELA) (concludes that the inelastic scattering cross sections of a few low-lying discrete levels rise too fast just above threshold, that some of the discrete inelastic scattering cross sections die off too rapidly with energy, and that the (n,2n) cross sections are too large from threshold (11.4 MeV) to 12.5 MeV. The first point is difficult to resolve for we have good model fit to the available data. The second point can probably be resolved by a model calculation with pre-compound effects (ENDF/B-IV already has direct-reaction cross sections in 15 of the 26 discrete levels). The third point is contradictory to some newly available data discussed in the next paragraph.

No (n,2n) data existed below 14 MeV when we were evaluating for ENDF/B-IV, so calculated cross sections were used. A recent measurement for $^{56}$Fe(n,2n) cross sections by Frehaut \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{13} indicates that our
evaluated (n,2n) cross sections are, contrary to the above, too low from threshold to 13 MeV after correcting for the small contributions from the minor isotopes. The new data show good agreement with the evaluation from 13 to 15 MeV.

Johnson\textsuperscript{14} reported calculated and measured neutron leakage spectra from a D-T source in an iron sphere 76 cm in diameter and 30 cm thick. The calculated spectra using ENDF/B-IV from 1 to 12 MeV are factors of 3-4 too low. This indicates that the isotropic assumption taken for ENDF/B-IV for the inelastic scattering to the continuum states is completely inadequate. Although we do have some angular data for 14-MeV incident neutrons, extrapolation to other energies requires elaborate model calculations which we did not have time to do. Such calculations also appear necessary to resolve some of the deficiencies discussed in the above paragraphs.

Capture Cross Sections

The extension of the resonance parameters from 60 to 400 keV has the largest impact on the capture cross sections as shown in Figs. 6-16. The ENDF/B-IV cross sections from 60 keV to 400 keV are smooth varying with energy, missing the broad peaks of several large s-wave resonances. Below 60 keV there are also differences due to changes in the capture areas and several additional resonances. Between 400 keV and 500 keV, the capture cross sections were the same as in ENDF/B-IV.

From 500 to 850 keV, 50-keV averages reported by Allen et al.\textsuperscript{15} were used. These data were later found to be consistent with those measured by Le Rigoleur et al.\textsuperscript{16}

Above 2 MeV, the capture cross sections were increased to go through a data point near 14 MeV.\textsuperscript{17} Comparison of the capture cross sections from 500 keV to 20 MeV with ENDF/B-IV values is shown in Fig. 17.

Angular Distributions of Secondary Neutrons from Elastic Scattering

High-resolution data on the angular distributions of secondary neutrons scattered elastically were measured by Kinney and Perey\textsuperscript{18} from 40 keV to 2.1 MeV. These data are in the form of Legendre coefficients for over 5000 energies. These were thinned to about 400 energy points for entering into the file. The thinning was done with a code obtained
from Young. The Legendre coefficients were converted to angular distributions for thinning to a tolerance of 50% with linear interpolation. Because the angular distributions considered here often fluctuate by one order of magnitude from resonance to resonance, the main features of the original data were retained. The first two coefficients are compared with ENDF/B-IV values in Figs. 18-25.

**Gamma-Ray Production Cross Sections**

When we were evaluating the gamma-ray production cross sections for ENDF/B-IV, there were two major sets of data available, one by Orphan et al. and the other by Dickens et al. The integrated cross sections of the two sets diverge above 6 MeV, the Orphan set averaging 1.6 barns larger than the Dickens set from 11 to 15 MeV. Our calculated results are in good agreement with the Orphan set up to 11 MeV but get closer to the Dickens data near 15 MeV. With some hesitation we took for ENDF/B-IV the calculation as the integral gamma-ray production cross section and the Dickens data were normalized to this to provide the energy distributions.

To resolve the above discrepancy, a new measurement was undertaken by Chapman and Morgan using ORELA. The new data agree well with the Orphan data, therefore indicating that the earlier ORELA data taken by Dickens et al. have some unknown errors. This also indicates that our calculated cross sections are too low above 11 MeV, a calculational fault which we can overcome now by including the pre-compound cross sections in the gamma-ray cascade calculation. So we feel that the gamma-ray production cross sections and spectra are now well known for incident neutron energies from 0.85 to 20 MeV, and we took the Chapman and Morgan data for ENDF/B-V. Detailed comparisons of these data with others and with ENDF/B-IV are given in ref. 22.

Because we did not re-calculate the neutron cross sections above 11 MeV, the calculated neutron distributions, which we still have in the file, may be somewhat inconsistent with the new gamma-ray distributions. The resulting energy imbalance cannot be easily corrected without a model calculation.
From 0.85 to 2.122 MeV, the 0.864-MeV and the 1.408-MeV gamma rays from inelastic scattering were removed from the Chapman and Morgan data to obtain three energy distributions that are representative of the capture components. Below 0.85 MeV, the original capture gamma-ray evaluation was retained, but the energy distributions were re-structured to fewer points by using variable energy bins.

Covariances for the Resonance Parameters

This file was evaluated and separately reported by Perey and Perey.3

Covariances for File 3 Data

Covariance data are given for MF=32, MT=151 and MF=33, MT=1, 2, 3, 4, 16, 22, 28, 51-76, 91, 102-107. Derived sections (NC subsections) reflect exactly the way the cross-section files were generated.

In general, covariances were determined from ±2σ error bands. The error bands were extended and enlarged to cover energy regions lacking experimental data and then split up to cover different correlation ranges. Long range covariances reflect systematic errors common to all data sets. Medium range covariances reflect differences in energy coverage by different data sets and differences in experimental techniques within the same data sets. Short range covariances reflect meaningful structures in the cross sections and/or threshold effects. Statistical errors are, in principle, nonexistent in the evaluated cross sections.

For all threshold reaction cross sections, covariances have at least two components -- an absolute and a fractional. The absolute component represents with few numbers the usually large variation of uncertainties near threshold and for the high-energy tail. The fractional component picks up the rest of the covariances. For the more important reactions, such as MT=51, two absolute and two fractional components were used.

A constant uncertainty of 50 mb was used to represent the total cross section minima. This corresponds to about 12% for the 24-keV minimum.

Independent evaluations and error estimates by another party, such as the evaluation for the inelastic scattering cross sections of the 846-keV level by Smith,23 provided objectivity. Integral measurements and analyses also add objectivity.
III. SUMMARY OF ENDF/B-IV

This version, ENDF/B-IV MAT 1192, superseded the previous version, ENDF/B-III MAT 1180. One of the purposes of this work was to revise the secondary neutron energy distributions from various neutron-producing reactions. New data for the secondary neutron distributions had become available and the pulsed-sphere measurements and related calculations indicated that the previously evaluated distributions were poor. A reevaluation of the gamma-ray-production cross sections was also called for because newly available data showed large disagreement with the data set upon which the previous evaluation was based. In an attempt to solve these problems an extensive model analysis was made. A third purpose of this work was to incorporate the multi-sample high-resolution measurements of total cross sections that had just become available. The resulting changes are summarized below.

1. Total cross section between 30 keV and 2 MeV — peaks and valleys were refined based on three sets of ORELA measurements using 2.5-, 10-, and 30-cm samples.

2. Nonelastic — obtained by compromising three pieces of information, namely, the measured nonelastic cross section, the difference between the evaluated total cross section and the available elastic scattering cross section, and the theoretical interpretation of the total gamma-ray-production cross section. The calculated nonelastic cross section was normalized to this result for constraining the subsequent calculations.

3. Inelastic scattering — six more discrete levels were added based on the Hauser-Feshbach and DWBA calculations in order to include the 4.505-MeV collective state as a discrete level. The direct-interaction components were included in 15 of the 26 discrete levels. The direct-interaction component was included in the continuum using an empirical treatment. MT=51 (0.846-MeV level) was changed between 2 and 5 MeV according to an evaluation by Smith which was based on all available data and his recent measurement. MT=52 (the 1.408-MeV level in $^{54}$Fe) was revised based on recently available data.
4. The Hauser-Feshbach method was used to calculate the \([(n,n')+\]
\((n,nx)], [(n,p)+(n,px)], and \([(n,\alpha)+(n,\alpha\alpha)]\) cross sections. The \([(n,n')+\]
\((n,nx)]\) cross section above 4.531 MeV was split into the \((n,n')\) continuum,
\((n,2n), (n,np), and \((n,\alpha\alpha)\) cross sections using a statistical-empirical
model.\(^{34}\) The empirical aspects include giant-dipole gamma-ray competition,
angular-momentum correction for the second outgoing particle, and direct
or preequilibrium emission of the first particle.

5. The \((n,p)\) cross section was well defined by measurements\(^{36,37}\)
and that of \(^{56}\)Fe was well fitted by calculation up to 13 MeV. The \((n,pn)\)
cross section was taken to be the difference between the calculated \(^{56}\)Fe
\([(n,p)+n,px)]\) cross section and the measured \(^{56}\)Fe(n,p) cross section.
The neutron distribution for the \((n,pn)\) reaction was calculated and was
averaged with that of the \((n,np)\) reaction for \(MT=28\).

6. There is no measured \(^{56}\)Fe(n,\(\alpha\)) cross section. The calculated
\(^{56}\)Fe(n,\(\alpha\)) cross section was restrained by the 14-MeV empirical value and
the measured fission-spectrum averages. The \(^{54}\)Fe(n,\(\alpha\)) cross section was
taken from a calculation by Kirouac and Slavik.\(^{38}\) The \((n,an)\) cross section
and neutron distribution were calculated and were combined with those of
the \((n,\alpha\alpha)\) reaction for \(MT=22\).

7. The \((n,d), (n,t), and (n,\(^{3}\)He) cross sections were based on calcu-
lations using the Pearlstein empirical model and parameters.\(^{39}\)

8. The two major sets\(^{28,29}\) of gamma-ray-production cross sections
agree within experimental errors for incident neutron energies below 6 MeV
and then start to diverge, the GRT set\(^{28}\) averaging 1.6 barns larger than
the ORNL set\(^{29}\) in the 11 to 15 MeV region. Other available data were too
limited to resolve this discrepancy. The calculated results are inter-
mediate between the two, being closer to the GRT measurement below 12 MeV
and closer to the ORNL data above 12 MeV. We chose the ORNL data for the
energy distributions (File 15) as these were given in adequate neutron
bins and were the only data available from 15 to 20 MeV. The gamma rays
below 0.69 MeV were not measured and were filled in using the calculated
values. Up to 10 MeV incident neutron energy the energy conservation
law relating the calculated outgoing particle energy and the evaluated
gamma-ray energy was applied to determine the gamma-ray multiplicities.
From 10 to 16 MeV the calculated multiplicities were used and were extrapolated to 20 MeV according to the shape given by the ORNL measurement.

IV. GENERAL DESCRIPTION FOR ENDF/B-V

The following description for each file and section is for ENDF/B-V. The references given are only the more important ones. Where a computer code is referred to, it means that interpolation and extrapolation of the given experimental data were based on calculations.

File 2. Resonance Parameters

Multilevel Breit-Wigner parameters are given for all isotopes in the energy range 155 eV to 400 keV.3,4

File 3. Neutron Cross Sections

Section 1. Total Interaction
.00001 eV to 330 keV30,40,41
330 keV to 20 MeV30,42-44

Section 2. Elastic Scattering
Derived by subtracting the non-elastic cross section from the total cross section.

Section 3. Non-Elastic Interaction
See Section III above.

Section 4. Total Inelastic Scattering
Derived by adding inelastic scattering cross sections for exciting discrete levels and the continuum.

Section 16. (n,2n) Reaction
See Section II above and ref. 45.

Section 22. (n,nα) Reaction
See Section III above.

Section 28. (n,np) Reaction.
See Section III above and ref. 46.

Section 51. Inelastic Scattering Exciting First Level in 56Fe
.8611 MeV to 1.5 MeV7,8
1.5 MeV to 2.122 MeV8
2.122 MeV to 20 MeV23,31-33,47-51
Section 52. Inelastic Scattering Exciting First Level in $^{54}\text{Fe}$
See ref. 35.

Sections 53-76. Inelastic Scattering Exciting Second Through 25th Levels in $^{56}\text{Fe}$
See refs. 31-33, 47, and 50.

Section 91. Inelastic Scattering Exciting the Continuum
See ENDF/B-IV summary given above and refs. 24, 25, 34, 36, 49, and 52-54.

Section 102. Radiative Capture
See refs. 15-17.

Section 103. $(n,p)$ Reaction
See Section III above and refs. 36 and 37.

Section 104. $(n,d)$ Reaction
See Section III above.

Section 105. $(n,t)$ Reaction
See Section III above.

Section 106. $(n,^3\text{He})$ Reaction
See Section III above.

Section 107. $(n,\alpha)$ Reaction
See Section III above and refs. 36 and 38.

File 4. Angular Distribution of Secondary Neutrons

All distributions are given in the center-of-mass system in the Legendre polynomial representation.

Section 2. Elastic Scattering

.00001 eV to 1.23 MeV
1.23 MeV to 4 MeV
4 MeV to 20 MeV

Section 16. $(n,2n)$ Reaction
Both neutrons are assumed to be isotropic.

Section 22. $(n,\alpha)$ Reaction
Assumed isotropic.

Section 28. $(n,np)$ Reaction
Assumed isotropic.

Section 51. Inelastic Scattering Exciting First Level in $^{56}\text{Fe}$
See refs. 31, 32, and 48-50.
Section 52. Inelastic Scattering Exciting First Level in $^{54}\text{Fe}$
Assumed isotropic.

Sections 53-76. Inelastic Scattering Exciting Second through 25th Levels in $^{56}\text{Fe}$
See refs. 31-33 and 48-50.

Section 91. Inelastic Scattering Exciting the Continuum
Assumed isotropic.

File 5. Energy Distributions of Secondary Neutrons

Section 16. $(n,2n)$ Reaction
See summary given above and refs. 45 and 54.

Section 22. $(n,n\alpha)$ Reaction
See summary given above.

Section 28. $(n,np)$ Reaction
See summary given above.

Section 91. Inelastic Scattering Exciting the Continuum
See refs. 24-26, 34, 49, and 51-54.

File 12. Multiplicities of Gamma Rays Produced by Neutron Reactions

Section 51. Inelastic Scattering Exciting First Level in $^{56}\text{Fe}$
Neutron energy is 0.8611 to 2.122 MeV. One discrete gamma ray is given.

Section 52. Inelastic Scattering Exciting First Level in $^{54}\text{Fe}$
Energy range is 1.433 to 2.122 MeV. One discrete gamma ray is given.

Section 102. Radiative Capture
These gamma rays are given for 19 different neutron energy ranges. See Section II above and ref. 65.

File 13. Gamma-Ray-Production Cross Sections
See summary given above and ref. 22.

Assumed isotropic.

File 15. Energy Distributions of Secondary Gamma Rays
See summary given above and references of files 12 and 13.
File 32. Covariances for Resonance Parameters
   See ref. 3.

File 33. Covariances for File 3 Data
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